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Introduction

1. A problem which frequently OCCLUS in hydraulic engineering practice is ta spread and dissipate the energy of a concentrated, fast-flowing
stream of water, so that it does not cause erosion of
the valley into which it flows.
Many forms of
stilling basin have heen designed (See references
[lJ and [2]) and have he en tested for satisfactory
operation, but these have heen mainly for spillways
where the incoming stream has a free surface.
'rhere is less information ahout the case of a pipe
or tunnel flowing full-bore and discharging upon a
IlIane surface at the level of the pipe invert. This
case may arise at the outlet of tunnels from bellmouth spillways at irrigation out!ets and at the
ou tlet of diversion tunnels.

2. "Vatel' speeds of 80 feet pel' second or more
have been recorded and considerable damage to
valley bed or to the dam itself could result, unless
M. Sc. Tech. On leave from Kwame N.krumah University
Scicnce and Technology, Knmasi, Ghana.
Manchester College of Science and Technology.

adequate energy dissipation were achieved.
For
an efficient stilling basin il is desirable ta spread
the stream as quickly as possible, thereby making
the influence of bedstress felt over a wider area
and into a higher proportion of the depth of the
stream. The spreading of such a highspeed jet is,
of course, quiLe difl"erent hydraulically l'rom the
problem of spreading the far lower speeds of an
irrigation supply into porous soils [3J.
3. Besides encouraging a more efficient energy
dissipation by friction in the stilling basin, an
adequate spreading and sa shallowing of a fast flow
encourages the formation of a hydraulic jump
which dissipates still more energy.
The smaller
the upstrearll depth at a jump for a given discharge,
the more energy will be dissipated.
Since in
general the depth of flow in the ehannel downstream of the basin is fixed, the importance of a
weIl expanded flow in the basin can be understood.
However, if this expansion is too rapid, separation
of the flow l'rom the walls can occur. The separation surface acts as asolid boundary, restricting the
flow, making it behave as would OCCUI' in a ehannel
constriction.
On the other hand, a tao graduaI
expansion brings about a waste of structural material and exeessive excavation.
A poorly designed geometrical shape of the expansion may also
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form vvidth are well-known and can easily be calculated, it is otherwise with jumps in expanding
channels. Kuznetzow [4 J has devised an empirical
formula to fit observations which Dnny [5J has
improved.
Nevertheless, it is fair to state that
most engineers faced with an important design of
a stilling basin would prefer to use an ad hoc hydraulic mode!, particularly if the incoming jet was
not of rectangular section, and its spreading from
a circulaI' pipe had first to be achieved.
Ii was
the purpose of the experiments to investigate the
spreading of such jets and the resultant hydraulic
jumps.

Experimental work

1/ The outlet of the spillway tunnel at the Balderhead dam
of the Tees ValleyWater Board (Consulting Engineers :
Sandeman, Kennard & Partners). The tunnel is 14 ft diameter. The pyramidal hu'lll,p in the foreground \Vas designed with the aid of model tests.
La sortie de la galerie d'éuaczwtion des cntes au barrage
de Baldierlzead (MaUre de l'œzlIJre: Tees Valley lVater
Board. Ingénieurs-Conseils: Swzdeman, Kennard & Partners). Le diamètre de la galerie est égal li 4,25 m. La
bosse en tONne de pyramide li l'auant-plan a été étudiée
li t'aide d'essais sur m,odèle réduit.

produce excessive wave heights which might weIl
overtop the side walls.
4. One method of encouraging a jet to spread is
to impose upon it a pressure gradient transverse to
the initial direction of motion. In an open channel
fIow this is tantamount to sloping the' bed across
the fIow, and for symmetry implies that a cross
section of the bed has a triangulaI' shape with a
crest at the centreline. On an initially fIat surface,
such a device demands that the bed shall rise temporarily to afIord the elevation from which the
pressure gradient develops. The rise is not carrierl
on indefinitely, so that the result is a pyramidal
« hump », first rising, then falling in the direction
of motion, with a triangulaI' cross section across
the fIow.

7. The experiments, carried out in the Civil
Engineering Laboratories of the Manchester College
of Science and Technology, were to a small size,
but are not to be regarded as a model of any specific scheme. Thus no scale ratio can be quoted.
The size was however thought to be large enough
to ensure that there were no surface tension efIects
present; the Froude scaling law may be used with
fair confidence to extrapolate the results to a larger
size.
8. The general arrangement of the apparatus is
shown in Figure 1. A jet of water issued from a
6 inch delivery pipe and spread on a smooth, varnished, fIat plywood board set up on top of an 8 ft
long X 4 ft wide X 3 ft deep cistern.
The horizontal plane of the 6 J ftX 3 ft board contained the
line of the invert of the delivery pipe. The depth
of fIow over every point on the board was measured
using a micrometer gauge capable of rearling accurately to 1/1,000th inch carrying a long pointed
brass rod, and held firmly in a gauge carrier which
could be nloved on another carrier across the stream
andwhich itself could slide up and down on rails
supported and levelled on the sides of the cistern.

,

10" long cement mortar outlet

". .

.6 delivery pipe
Conduite de refoulement

5. The adequate spreading of a fast fIow also enables the basin to be laid shallower or made shorter.
This is because in many cases, the depth of fIow in
the downstream channel of a spillway outlet work
is smaller than that required to form a hydraulic
jump, so that the basin is laid deeper to provide
the necessary depth. A shallower incoming stream
would provide a higher conjugate-depth ratio at
the jump and thereby reduce the necessity for a
deep basin.
Alternatively the shallow upstream depth for a
given down-stream depth produces a hydraulic
jump in a position further upstream and, therefore,
makes it possible for a shorter basin to be used.
6. Though the properties of hydraulic jumps in
channels of rectangular cross section and of uni-
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2/ Definition figures for (a) hump and (b) outlet geometry.
Left lowest figure is the u pright triangulaI' outlet of equivalent diameter d,. = 4 in.; right lowest is inverted triangle d"
,1.2 in. DoUed lines show outline of Class II
humps.
Schémas de définition des caractéristiques géométriques
de la bosse (a) et du profll aual (h). En bas, ci gauche, la
sortie triangulaire de diamètre équiualent d,.
10 cm; en
bas, ci droite, le triangle renuersé auec cL. = 8 cm. Les li(fnes en pointillé indiquent la forme des bosses de classe

=

=

Il.

9. In order, first, to he able ta obtain higher speed
jets and, second, ta be ahle to test difIerent outlet
shapes, 10 inch long outlet fittings moulded l'rom
cement and sand mortar were fitted into the outlet
end of the 6 inch delivery pipe for various tests.

humps were designed primarily only to encourage
quicker spreading of the outflowing jet of water,
Glass II humps were deliberately designed to split
the flow into two.
The dotted lines represent the
bounding edges for Glass II humps, the front view
being the same for both classes.
12. The preliminary investigations were aimed at
the study of the characteristics of the undisturbed
pattern of spreading without the introduction of
pyramidal humps.
Measurements included surface profiles for three difIerent shapes of outlet:
circulaI' outlets (6 inch, 4 inch and 3.5 inch diameters-22 dis charges in aIl); an upright triangulaI'
outlet (9 discharges); and an inverted triangulaI'
ou tlet (12 discharges) covering a range of outlet
Fraude Number F o = U o2 /gd o up to 36.6 (see
Fig. 2 (b).
These measurements enabled comparison ta be made between the tln'ee shapes of outlet
ta discover which gave the most rapid spreading.
ln these measuremenls a rectangular system of
axes was use d, x being along the tunnel axis, y
vertically upward, and z transversely across the
original flow direction.
13. In Figure 3 (a and b) are shawn the total
head H distribution across the stream at various
sections and the corresponding directions of ilow
for two outflows.
The total head Clll'VeS l'aIl
sharply l'rom approximately the same maximum
value which ex tends to increasing z/d o as the
sections of measurement are moved downstream.
The maximum H/d o is 13.3 for F o = 21.6 and 9.1
for F o = 15.5.
Thus, it may he coneludcd that
there exists a core in the central region of the
spreading jet for which the total head is constant
and beyond which the total head decreases rapidly
sideways.
This must he due principally to the
boundary layer which accu pies an ever-increasing
proportion of the depth as the flow becomes shall-

10. The total energy head and direction of ilow
at particular points on thespreading floor were
measured with a yaw-meter designed on the principIe of the pitot-cylinder (sometimes called the « direction finding tube»).
The pressures at two
hales spaced 60° apart on a cylinder are balanced,
when the direction of flow is along the bisector.
11. The pyramidal «humps» tested are defined
by Figure 2 (a) and Tahle 1.
Whilst Glass 1
12
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3/ Total head and flow direction curves in an unrestricted
spreading jet. Left-hand graphs for 1'0
21.6; right-hand
for 1'0
15.5.
Upper graphs are for Bld o ; lower for
direction O.
Représentation (fraphique des charges totales et des directions d'écoulement dans lllZ jet non limité el en cours
d'étalement. Les graphiques ci (fauclze correspondent ci
F o = 21,6, ceu:e de droite ci F o = 15,5. Les courbes supérieures correspondent ci I-I/d" et les courbes inférieures
ci la direction o.
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walls which would just confine a given proportion
of the flow. Equations of the type:
H/d o ~12

14

z
d;;

1
1
1
1
1
1
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la

= C

( x )
E

1.(;

o

+ 0.5

are shown on Figure 4, and it will be seen that for
C = 2 about 85 % of the flow is contained, and for
C = 2.75 about 95 % of the flow is contained. In
these equations :

5

~8

z is the horizontal distance perpendicular to
4
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4/ Total head and flow distribution curves in an ullrestricted
spreading jet. Left-hand graphs for F 0
2I.H (Eo
3.H ft)
right-hand for F o
15.5 (Eo
2.5 ft). Dashed lines show
the percentage of the flow contained within them, and
t\Vo suggested curves for channel expansions are shawn.
Full lines show total head contours.
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the x-axis;
is the ouUet diameter;
is the longitudinal distance from the outlet;
is the design outlet velocity head (U o2 12 g).

The expansions, which are similar to those suggested
by Rouse, Bhoota and En-Yun Hsu [6J for expansions from a rectangular open channel into another
rectangular open channel, were tested for stilling
pools as reported below.

Représentation (Jraphïque de la répartition des clwr(Jes
totales et de l'écoulement dans' un jet non limité et en
cours d'étalement. Les graphiques cl (Jazzche correspondent
cl F o = 21,6 (E" = 1,10 m), ceux de droite cl F o = 15,5
(E" = 0,76 m). Les li(Jnes en traits discontinus indiquent le
pourcenta(Je de l'écoulement qu'elles contiennent; la fi(Jure présente é(Jalement deux courbes correspondant cl
des élar(Jissements proposés pour le canal. Les li(Jnes en
traits pleins correspondent azza:: courbes de char(Je totale.

2·5
2
1·5

.....
~

ower sideways.
The same explanation may be
given for the inward curvature of the total head
contour lines in Figure 4.
Since the flow under
investigation is steady, the total head contours
would approximate to the «streamlines».
The
method of tracing the locus of an HI do value from
Figure 3 which was used in drawing the curves in
Figure 4 did not take into account energy los ses
due to friction which become increasingly important farther downstream where the flow becomes
shallower.
14. Figure 4 also indicates that the central core
of maximum constant energy and axial velocity
contains about 70 to 80 pel' cent of the entire flow
even though it is only about a third of the width of
the spreading jet.
Thus in practice, side walls
spaced wider than the streamlines containing this
central core will make very litUe difference to the
overall operation of a stilling basin as far as energy
is concerned; and this is confirmed by tests on
model stilling pools reported below.
15. The directional angle 0 increases across each
section from zero on the axis towards a maximum
value corresponding to that which the bounding
streamline (breadth of jet) makes with the x-direction.
The farther downstream one moves the
gentler the increase in the curvature.
16. From the streamlines which have been derived from the flow distributions of Figure 4 (a and b)
useful approximations can be made for the vertical
558
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5/ Surface profiles across the jet axis of an unrestrieted
s:preading jet. Top group of curves are for the circulaI'
outlet; middle group for upright triangulaI' outlet;bottom group for inverted triangulaI' outlet.
Profils superficiels cl travers l'a;ee d'un jet non limité et
en cours d'étalement. Le (Jraphique supérieur correspond cl
l'orifice de sortie cin~ulaire; celui du milieu, cl l'orifice
trian(Julaire debout; celui du bas, cl l'orifice trian(Julaire

inversé.
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17. Surface profiles across the flow are shown
in Figure 5.
Profiles both across and along the
flow axis show striking resemblances to the velocity
profiles of a symmetrical j et of incOIupressible
fluid diffusing into an infinite space of the same
fluid.
Both phenomena are concerned with the
conservation of momentum but the processes that
give near-constant velocity and changing elevation
to the water jet but varying velocity to the diffusing jet must clearly be somewhat different.
The
analogies will not be further prosecuted here and
will be reported more fully üï another place.
It
merely remains to remark that an empirical equation:
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6/ Variation of function H. with the outlel Froude number
CH. is the slope of thc !lml do against d.lx graph in any
one test).
Upper line for inverled triangulaI' outlct;
lower line for cil'cular and upright triangulaI' outlcts.
Variation de 1( en fonction du nombre de Froude à la
sortie (l( étant la pente de ta courbe Ym/do en fonction
de d,Ix correspondant à un seul essai quelconque). La
courbe supérieure correspond à l'orifice de sortie en trian-
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is a useful approximation to the three..dimensional
shape of the spreading water jet on a horizontal
surface. The functions K and a were determined
from the experiments, and both depend on the
outlet Froude number U 0 2 /gd o = F o. The constant
Al depends on the shape of the outlet.
The
functions are shown in figs. 6 and 7 and in the case
of a represents average conditions below z/ d = 3;
above z/d = 3, the spreading is so graduaI and the
surface so unsteady ,vith waves and ripples that
the errors of measurement are too great to give a
reliable estimate of a.
18. Comparisons have been made between the
spreading of jets emerging from circulaI' pipes and
from those of triangulaI' cross section, both with
vertex in the uppermost and in the lowest positions.
These show that the constant Al averages
0.80 to 0.85 for the circulaI' and upright triangulaI'
outlets and between 0.6 and 0.7 for the inverted
triangulaI' outlet (i.e. with vertex at lowest point).
The latter type of outlet therefore gives a ZOlDer
water level at a given distance far frOITl the outlet
than the other two types, and so is rather better for
spreading the jet.
HUMP TESTS.

b
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[
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1/ Variation of the exponent index Cl with outlet Froude
number. Upper li ne is for circulaI' and inverted triangulaI' outIet; lower for upright triangulaI' outlet.

Variation de l'exposant a en fonction du nombre de
Froude à la sortie. La courbe supérieure correspond aux
orifices de sortie circzzlaire et triangulaire inversé, .celle
du bas, ri l'orifice trian[lulaire debozzt.

19. A similar set of observations of water surface
were made with eleven different sizes of hump in
position on the horizontal surface.
A typical
comparison of water profiles with and without the
hump is shown in Figure 8 Ca).
As was indeed
expected, the tests showed that the effeetiveness of
a hump for spreading a jet of water from a tunnel
depends on its width, height and leading length as
weIl as on its position relative to the outlet and outflow speed.
The tests have revealed that it is, in
any case, desirable for the breadth of the hump to
be at least one diameter of the outlet and the wider
it is, the better. But the width must be reconciled
with its height, since the effeetiveness depends also
on the side slope given by 2 h/b, see Figure 2. Too
gentle a slope tends to reduce the hump into a thin
plate, and thus reduces its effeetiveness.
A high
hump, on the otller han d, introduces a cavity behind the hump at l'elatively low effiux speeds. The
leading length al also shows marked effeets.
"Vhile it is desirable to make al long, to delay
cavity formation, it was obsel'ved during the tests
559
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that too gentle a leading slope Ch/al) would rec1uce
the efl'ectiveness of the hump.
1·0

20. The position of the hump (characterised by
X, the distance from outlet to the crest of the
hump) was observed to play an important part in
its ef1'ectiveness in spreading the flow.
If it is
placed far downstream, a large cavity is formed
behind il; while if it is too near the out1et, high
speeds, i.e., high value of F o, tend to rush over it,
being hardly afIected.
Figure 8 (b) shows how
the centreline water surface elevation YiII varies with
;r for two difl'erent values of F o, with and without
a hump at X/do = 1.75.
At low value of l/x (i.e.
large values of x) and at the low speed (Po = 3),
the depth of flow is less with the hump than without it: the hump is therefore efIectively spreading
the 110w. At the high speeds (Po = Il), the hump
barely af1'eets the depth of l1ow.

21. Much is said here about the formation of a
cavity behind a hump because of certain ef1'ects it
is likely to produce in a stilling basin.
In the
absence of any likelihood of oscillatory make-andbreak activity due to the continuaI formation and
collapse of the cavity arising from external forces
being exertec1 on il, the cavity may not be objectionable.
The experiments have revealed that the
cavity itself encourages spreading.
It provides
slower streaming motion downstream after the
water impinges on the bed and, in practice, il will
be advisable to provide a pool behind the hump
into which the water will fall.
Cavity formation
may be delayed by rounding the edges ~f the hump
or by building ils back into a well-rounded shape.
This will inevitably reduce its ef1'ectiveness, especially at high flows which will tend to rush over
the near-aerofoil form.
22. Taking into account the above points, hump
No. 4 (al = 3 in, az = 6 in, b = 6 in, h= 2 in) was
considered to be the best design among those tested
in Class l in conjunction with a 4 inch diameter
outlet. Hump No. 8 (al = 3 in, az = 6 in, b = 4 in,
II = 2 in) was also considered satisfactory and was
used for the model stilling basin tests described
below. Table 2 gives suggested optimum positions
for hump No. 4 for various ranges of outflow.
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23. Even though the humps in Class II did not
provide an absolute division of the flow, they provided almost an ideal spreading and would he recommended for use as such, especially for irrigation
spreading works. They are unsuitable for stilling
basins since they are unsatisfactory at high F 0
and, heing large with considerable si de gradients,
would he expensive to build.

Tests on model stilling pools
24. Tests were performed on several models of
complete stilling pôols to obtain information on the
effect of theil' geometry on their hydraulic performance. Each pool consisted of vertical walls
diverging in plan on a horizontal floor, and had a
The sill
sill or weil' across Hs widest portion.
caused a hydraulic jump to ocëur upstream of it.
The outlet pipe in aIl experiments was 4 in. diameter, hut in each test the diverging walls were of
a difl'erent plan shape.
vVhere the walls had diverged to 32 in apart they were joined ahruptly to
par'allel walls (see Fig. 9). Sills ofdifferent heights
were tested at a numher of distances from the pipe;
and in the two cases Ca) and Cb) below the efl'ect of
a hump was also ohserved.
The plan shape of
the diverging walls were :
Ca) Straight line;
Cb) Curved to follow the streamlines containing
95 % of the flow of the unconfined jet;
Cc) Curved to fôllow the 90 % streamlines;
Cd) Curved to follow the 80 % streamlines.
In each case the Clll"VeS weredesigned for an
outlet kinetic head EL' of 2.58 ft; i.e. an outlet
Froude number F o = 15.5.
25. Each observation in each test consisted of a
visual assessment of the outlet Froude number F 0
at which the fast flow in the basin began to override the end sill; at this stage the hydraulic jump
had not fully formed.
At lower values of F o, the
jump retired toward the outlet pipe and a length

-.
4" dia outlet

Onlice de sortie ç6 4"

-~~-~- si Il

J

Seuil terminal

9/ Geometry of moclel stilling- pool. Plan view showing
straight expansion walls ane! one of the cUl'veel \Valls.

Caractéristiques uéométriques du modèle dlZ bassin de
dissipation. Vue eIl plan d'une des parois rectiliunes de
l'accordement au bas'sin et d'une des parois couTbes.

of slow, tranquil flow existed between the jump
and where the water accelerated over the sill as
a weil'.
The assessment of whether the jump
was fully developed before the sill is of course a
matter of personal opinion to some extent; but for
a single observer the broad efl'ects of variations of
sill position and height, and curvature of walls
should be seen consistently.
One set of experiments carried out by one of us
(JKMD) was for the condition when a great deal of
jump turbulence still remained in the water at
the sill; another set, kindly carried out for us by
Ml' J. Engmann, was for a more conservative condition with the jump nearer the outlet pipe and
therefore more of the turbulent energy dissipated
before the water reached the sill.
Comparison of
the results show that the maximum satisfaetory
E o for the first set is some 70 % to 100 % greater
than that for the second set; thus the flows predieted as satisfaetory by the two observers were in the
ratio Y1.7:1 to y2:1 i.e., 1.:3:1 to, 1.4:1.
The two
observers' results probably represent the extremes
between which the engineer must choose, using the
lower discharges. in cases where very tranquil flow
is required (as when the sill is used as a measuring
weil') and the higher discharges if great economy is
required in the building of the stilling pool and if
some high speeds can be tolerated in the downstream river.

26. Dimensional analysis can he used tO give a
relation between the outlet speed U o, position of sill
from outlet point X H, the lleight of the sill 11 s ' and
the ultimate width of the stilling basin lV l) aIl for a
given hydraulic performance.
This relation is :
Function of ( Uo2
gd o
or

,

11 s x"
2
do

11", x s

, lV l ) )

do

do

do

=f

(F.

(),'

= 0

WII)
d
0

The term 11"xs / d o2 is broadly conneeted to the
excavation required in a suHable pool; and Hs dependence on F 0' the outlet of Froude numher, and
lV lI / do is shown in Figures 10 and 11 from the
experiments carried out.
27. Figure 10 shows the comnarison for a
straight-sided expansion when tes-ted without a
hump and when tested with hump No. 4.
Il
shows that for a particular height of a broadcrested end sill at a particular distance away from
the outlet for an ultimately wide basin (,vider than
the central eore of energy concentration), the use of
the hump increases by more than 15 % the Froude
number at which the basin becomes inetrective, thus
the flow (which is proportional to U o) is increased by some 10 %.- No remarkable ditrerences
in etreetiveness are noticed for widths of
lVII/do = 8 and lVI/do = 6, a result which confirms
the deduction made above that once the width of
the basin is sufficient as not to restrict the normal
spreading hehaviollr of the jet or lie within the
zone of maximum energy concentration, extra
width of the basin adds no obvious advantages to Hs
energy dissipation capahilities, provided that excessive shock wave fronts are not produced.
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10/ Effect of sill proportions on satisfactory operation of a
straight wallecl e~pansion pool. Upper graph without
hump, lowerwith hump No. 4 at X/do = 1.5. Triangle
points forw/ do
8; crosses w/ do = 6 without a hump.
Ch'des wld" = 8; half cil'cles, w/cio = 6 with hump
No. 4.
Influence des dimensions du seuil SUI' le fonctionnement correct d'un bassin de diss'ipafion il parois recfilif/nes. La courbe du haut correspond au cas sans bosse,
celle dll bas au cas avec la bosse nO 4· implantée en
X/cio = 1,5. Les points dési[Jnés pal' des trian[Jles COI'1'espondent li w/cI" = 8, les croix il 'W/clo = 6, sans bosse.
Les cercles correspondent il w/cI" = 8 et les demi-cercles li w/cl" = 6 avec la bosse nO 4.

28. The comparison of the effect of the variously
curved boundary walls are shown in Figure ll.
Both sets of experiments referred to above are presented.
As mrght be expected the walls curved to
the lower percentage flow streamlines confine the
jet somewhat, and so give a lower satisfactory Do
and F 0 for a given X s and h s '
\Vhen comparing the straight walls with those
curved to the 95 % streamlines the two observers
covered a rather different range of phenomena in
the pool.
The observer covering the conservatively low speeds showed the straight wall line to lie
at higher values of F 0' but converging with the curved wall line at about F o = 10: there are no higher
velocities in this set of observations.
The other
observer, who regarded a jump as satisfactory when
nearer the pool, showed the straight wall line to be
at Zower values ofFo, but it diverged from the curved wall line at about F 0 = 6: in this case the observations were carried up to the designed outlet F o,
and so the walls were tested at the speeds for which
they were designed.
IL therefore appears that at
the higher outlet speeds, near those for which the
pool walls are designed, the curved walled pool
shows a distinct advantage over the straight walls
in that a lower sill or shorter pool is allowable.
At lower speeds, below the F o at which the lines
cross, the straight wall might have SOIlle advantage,
but then the occasion al high flood might jump the
sill and cause high speeds in the downstream river.
Since the curved walls wouId, in a prototype, economise in excavation and concrete, it is probably
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6

III Effect of sill IlCight and distance on satisfactory operation of pools. Each pool has clifferent sicle wall curve.
Full lines are for experiments with conservatively low
velocity, dottccl lines for experiments 'With jnmp nearer
the sUI.
Percentages l'efer to the walls which are
curvecl to those percentage f10w contours of a freespreacling jet.

Influence de la hauteur du seuil et de la distance SUI' le
fonctionnement correct des bas'sins de dissipation. Chaque bassin présente une courbe de paroi latérale différente. Les tif/nes continues ont tl'l1it li des ea;périences
réalisées avec des vitesses modestes, et les lif/nes pointillées li des expériences présentant Zlll ressaut lzydrall'liqzze situé plus près du seuil. Les pozzrcentaf/es sont
relatifs mu; parois dont les cozzrbures épousent celles
des contours d'écoutement de même pOlzrcentaf/e d'un
jet s'étalant librement.

worthwhile to consider them in any specific design.
Further model tests would still be necessary so that
the engineer concerned can make his own decision
as to the suitability of the position of the jmnp.
The initial choice of pool length couId be made
from the curves of Figure 11, when other site conditions such as the height of the tunnel invert above
the river level can be taken into consideration.

29. Scaling. In flows wherein there is little surface friction effect, as in this case, inertia and gravity forces dominate in the preservation and change
of the movement and of the state of motion so that
the dynamic similarity is realised according to the
Froude law.
AlI quantities, therefore, of these model tests
will be translated to any required prototype
design according to the scale of Froude's law.
Most of the graphs have been presented to assist in
doing this. For a geometrically similar design of
size s times that of the model, the prototype velocity of flow is St times that of the model and the
prototype discharge is S5/2 times that of the model.
30. For instance, if we take a prototype spillway
tunnel of 14 ft diameter (which is fairly common
aIl over the world), the prototype-model scale related to a 4 inch diameter pipe model is 42 to 1. Thus
a velocity of 1 ft/sec in the model
a prototype velocity of 6.48 ft/sec, and
model
discharge is equivalent to 1
prototype.
Extending the
15.5
(Do = 12.9 ft/see and Q
Inodel
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to a prototype (Enear scale of 42.1) will, therefore,
give an outlet velocity of 83.5 ft/sec and discharge
of 12,900 cusecs in the prototype.
31. Ta sum up: the bulk of the flow (and of the
energy) of a spreading jet of water from a tunnel
(up to 80 % of the total flow) was found to be
eontained in approximately the middle third of its
width; as a result it is not worthwhile with regard
to energy dissipation to provide much more basin
width outside the middle third zone than is necessary to reduce excessive waves reflected from the
side.
A properly placed hump of the right geometry encourages quicker and more evenly distributed spreading and, therefore, gives better energy
dissipation in a stilling basin.
The cavity which
forms behind the hump itself contributes to better
spreading and slower- movement of the stream
downstream. Because of the likelihood of damage
due to oscillatory formation and collapse of the
cavity resulting from the retarding fO;'ce of the
end-sill a hump is not recommended for use in
short stilling bâsins for high flows CF 0 » 10).
In
the absence of any such force, however, there does

not appear to be any more danger due to the cavity
than happens with any other forms of baille in a
stilling basin.
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Résumé
Les ouvrages
de sortie des galeries
de déversoir
par
J.M!.K. Dake

et
J.R.D. Francis

*

**

L'article décrit des essais en laboratoire il petite échelle, avec un modèle eomportant une conduite débitant
de l'eau sur un plan horizontal et situé au niveau du plafond de la conduite. Ce jet d'eau s'étale, et l'on détermine les filets liquides de l'écoulement en explorant les champs des vitesses et des charges totales (voir la
figure 3). La figure '1 montre la répartition de l'énergie totale dans les différentes sections transversales, et la
figure 5 représente les profils supérieurs. On montre, il partir de ces mesures, que des bajoyers courbes, et dont
le tracé est donné par l'équation :
contiendront tout juste 85 % (le l'écoulement si C = 2, et 95 % de l'écoulement si C = 2,75 (x étant la distance
suivant l'axe de la conduite, z la distance horizontale il travers l'écoulement, et E o' l'énergie einétique relative de
la conduite de sortie). Par ailleurs, le profil superficiel est donné, approximativement, par la relation:

Y

=

Ad 2K
1 0
exp (-7.z 2 /:r2 )
x

dans laquelle !I est la hauteur verticale du plan d'eau, Al est une constante dont la valeur est fonction de la forme
de la sortie, K et 7. sont des fonctions dépendant du nombre de Froude relatif il la sortie U o2 /gd o = F o' Des
conduites présentant une section triangulaire, avec le sommet du triangle en bas, étalent l'écoulement sensiblement plus rapidement que des conduites de section eirculaire, ou triangulaire avec le sommet en haut (voir la
figure 6).

**

M. Sc. Tech. On lcavc from Kwamc Nkrumah University of Science and Teehnology, Kumasi, Ghana.
Manchester College of Science and Teehnology.
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Des essais ont également été effectués avec une pyramide de faible hauteur (une bosse) disposée symétriquement sur le plan aval, de manière à établir un gradient de pression latéral dans l'écoulement. On a pu constater que le jet s'étalait plus rapidement lorsque cette hosse était présente que lorsqu'elle était absente (voir la
figure 8 b). L'efficacité de cette bosse est fonction de sa position et de ses caractéristiques géométriques. Les
meilleurs résultats ont 'été obtenus avec une bosse de la forme n° 4 (voir le tableau 1), située il l'endroit indiqué par le nombre de Froude relatif il la sortie (tabkau 2).
Enfin, on a étudié le comportement d'une combinaison de la bosse, et des bajoyers, disposés de manière
il constituer ens,emble un véritable bassin de dissipation se terminant par un déversoir il son extrémité aval.
Un ressaut se manifestait dans ce bassin, et on a observé l'emplacement le plus rapproché du déversoir correspondant il un ressaut conv,enable. La figure 10 montre que l'emploi de la bosse n" 4 a pour effet d'augmenter de 15 % le nombre de Froude pour lequel le bassin de dissipation perd toute son efficacité. La figure 11
montre le fonctionnement comparatif de plusieurs bajoyers courbes différents. Les divers observateurs ont
éprouvé des difficultés en ce qui concerne l'interprétation d'un ressaut convenable, de sorte qu'il serait nécessaire que toutes décisions concernant une étude particulière de ce genre soient prises par l'ingénieur ayant
exécuté l'étude en question.
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